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All India MAHA Mock IBPS PO Mains (Solutions) 
 

S1. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Integration is generally accompanied by a change in leadership so option (d) can be the possible fallout. 

Rest of the options does not follow because they are unrelated to the statement. 

 

S2. Ans.(b) 

Sol. As by focusing on efficiency the chances of loan recovery will increase. So, Option (b) can be inferred 

from the above statement as it is given that the government is looking to overhaul yearly targets and 

control bad debts. 

 

S3. Ans.(b) 
Sol. Step I: Amongst fourteen persons there are seven girls i.e. C, Q, R, S, T, V and X. Rest of them are boys. 
B is standing just behind Z and just ahead Q. V stands immediate left of D and immediate right of B. B is not 
standing in the queue of counter J. T stands immediate left of Z. Three persons are standing between T and 
X, who is standing last in the queue. Not more than five persons are standing in a queue. 

 
Step II: Only one person is standing between U and W in the same queue. W stands just ahead of R. D is the 
only male in his queue. S stands just behind P. No boy is standing behind A. A is not standing in 1st block of 
any queue. So, the final arrangement will be: - 

 
 
S4. Ans.(d) 
Sol. Step I: Amongst fourteen persons there are seven girls i.e. C, Q, R, 
S, T, V and X. Rest of them are boys. B is standing just behind Z and just 
ahead Q. V stands immediate left of D and immediate right of B. B is 
not standing in the queue of counter J. T stands immediate left of Z. 
Three persons are standing between T and X, who is standing last in 
the queue. Not more than five persons are standing in a queue. 
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Step II: Only one person is standing between U and W in the same queue. W stands just ahead of R. D is the 
only male in his queue. S stands just behind P. No boy is standing behind A. A is not standing in 1st block of 
any queue. So, the final arrangement will be: - 

 
 
S5. Ans.(a) 
Sol. Step I: Amongst fourteen persons there are seven girls i.e. C, Q, R, S, T, V and X. Rest of them are boys. 
B is standing just behind Z and just ahead Q. V stands immediate left of D and immediate right of B. B is not 
standing in the queue of counter J. T stands immediate left of Z. Three persons are standing between T and 
X, who is standing last in the queue. Not more than five persons are standing in a queue. 

 
Step II: Only one person is standing between U and W in the same queue. W stands just ahead of R. D is the 
only male in his queue. S stands just behind P. No boy is standing behind A. A is not standing in 1st block of 
any queue. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S6. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Step I: Amongst fourteen persons there are seven girls i.e. C, Q, R, S, T, V and X. Rest of them are boys. 

B is standing just behind Z and just ahead Q. V stands immediate left of D and immediate right of B. B is not 

standing in the queue of counter J. T stands immediate left of Z. Three persons are standing between T and 

X, who is standing last in the queue. Not more than five persons are standing in a queue. 

 
Step II: Only one person is standing between U and W in the same queue. W stands just ahead of R. D is the 

only male in his queue. S stands just behind P. No boy is standing behind A. A is not standing in 1st block of 

any queue. So, the final arrangement will be: - 

 
 

S7. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Step I: Amongst fourteen persons there are seven girls i.e. C, Q, R, S, T, V and X. Rest of them are boys. 

B is standing just behind Z and just ahead Q. V stands immediate left of D and immediate right of B. B is not 

standing in the queue of counter J. T stands immediate left of Z. Three persons are standing between T and 

X, who is standing last in the queue. Not more than five persons are standing in a queue. 

 
Step II: Only one person is standing between U and W in the same queue. W stands just ahead of R. D is the 

only male in his queue. S stands just behind P. No boy is standing behind A. A is not standing in 1st block of 

any queue. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S8. Ans.(e) 
Sol. Logic: In step I, if number is odd then its divided by 3 and then, subtract 2 and if number is even then 
its divided by 2 and then, subtract 2. 
In step II, Square of multiplication of first and fourth digit is added by square of multiplication of second 
and third digit. 
In step III, Sum of indicated numbers. 
In step IV, Sum of numeral values of all digits within the number. 
In step V, each number is divided by 2. 

 
 
S9. Ans.(d) 
Sol. Logic: In step I, if number is odd then its divided by 3 and then, subtract 2 and if number is even then 
its divided by 2 and then, subtract 2. 
In step II, Square of multiplication of first and fourth digit is added by square of multiplication of second 
and third digit. 
In step III, Sum of indicated numbers. 
In step IV, Sum of numeral values of all digits within the number. 
In step V, each number is divided by 2. 

 
 
S10. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Logic: In step I, if number is odd then its divided by 3 and then, 

subtract 2 and if number is even then its divided by 2 and then, 

subtract 2. 
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In step II, Square of multiplication of first and fourth digit is added by square of multiplication of second 

and third digit. 

In step III, Sum of indicated numbers. 

In step IV, Sum of numeral values of all digits within the number. 

In step V, each number is divided by 2. 

 
 

S11. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Logic: In step I, if number is odd then its divided by 3 and then, subtract 2 and if number is even then 

its divided by 2 and then, subtract 2. 

In step II, Square of multiplication of first and fourth digit is added by square of multiplication of second 

and third digit. 

In step III, Sum of indicated numbers. 

In step IV, Sum of numeral values of all digits within the number. 

In step V, each number is divided by 2. 

 
 

S12. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Logic: In step I, if number is odd then its divided by 3 and then, subtract 2 and if number is even then 

its divided by 2 and then, subtract 2. 

In step II, Square of multiplication of first and fourth digit is added by square of multiplication of second 

and third digit. 

In step III, Sum of indicated numbers. 

In step IV, Sum of numeral values of all digits within the number. 

In step V, each number is divided by 2. 
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S13. Ans.(d) 

Sol. C who is going zoo after Wednesday is 10km far from zoo. Two persons are going zoo between C and 

the person who is going to see Elephant. Three persons are going zoo between the person who is going to 

see Elephant and the person who is 1km far from zoo. Person who is going to see Lion is going zoo just 

before A and just after P. C doesn’t go to see Lion. Here, we get two possibilities i.e. Case 1 and Case 2. 

 
Only two persons house have more distance from zoo than the distance of zoo from C’s house. It means 

three persons have distance less than 10km and one of them have 1km distance. Distances are positive 

integers and are in Arithmetic Progression so, there is only one possibility of distances of two persons 

which is in Arithmetic Progression and is in between 1km and 10km and the distance will be 4km and 7km. 

Distance of zoo from A’s house is more than from Q’s house and less than from B’s house. Distance of zoo 

from P’s house is less than the distance from Q’s house. So, distances from the houses of R, P, Q, C, A, B are 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 (in km.) respectively. 

 
R is going zoo just before the person who is going to see Crocodile and just after the person who is going 

to see Wolf. Here, Case 2 is ruled out. Person who is going to see Deer is going zoo before B and after Q. A 

doesn’t go to see Parrot. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S14. Ans.(b) 

Sol. C who is going zoo after Wednesday is 10km far from zoo. Two persons are going zoo between C and 

the person who is going to see Elephant. Three persons are going zoo between the person who is going to 

see Elephant and the person who is 1km far from zoo. Person who is going to see Lion is going zoo just 

before A and just after P. C doesn’t go to see Lion. Here, we get two possibilities i.e. Case 1 and Case 2. 

 
Only two persons house have more distance from zoo than the distance of zoo from C’s house. It means 

three persons have distance less than 10km and one of them have 1km distance. Distances are positive 

integers and are in Arithmetic Progression so, there is only one possibility of distances of two persons 

which is in Arithmetic Progression and is in between 1km and 10km and the distance will be 4km and 7km. 

Distance of zoo from A’s house is more than from Q’s house and less than from B’s house. Distance of zoo 

from P’s house is less than the distance from Q’s house. So, distances from the houses of R, P, Q, C, A, B are 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 (in km.) respectively. 

 
R is going zoo just before the person who is going to see Crocodile and just after the person who is going 

to see Wolf. Here, Case 2 is ruled out. Person who is going to see Deer is going zoo before B and after Q. A 

doesn’t go to see Parrot. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S15. Ans.(c) 

Sol. C who is going zoo after Wednesday is 10km far from zoo. Two persons are going zoo between C and 

the person who is going to see Elephant. Three persons are going zoo between the person who is going to 

see Elephant and the person who is 1km far from zoo. Person who is going to see Lion is going zoo just 

before A and just after P. C doesn’t go to see Lion. Here, we get two possibilities i.e. Case 1 and Case 2. 

 
Only two persons house have more distance from zoo than the distance of zoo from C’s house. It means 

three persons have distance less than 10km and one of them have 1km distance. Distances are positive 

integers and are in Arithmetic Progression so, there is only one possibility of distances of two persons 

which is in Arithmetic Progression and is in between 1km and 10km and the distance will be 4km and 7km. 

Distance of zoo from A’s house is more than from Q’s house and less than from B’s house. Distance of zoo 

from P’s house is less than the distance from Q’s house. So, distances from the houses of R, P, Q, C, A, B are 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 (in km.) respectively. 

 
R is going zoo just before the person who is going to see Crocodile and just after the person who is going 

to see Wolf. Here, Case 2 is ruled out. Person who is going to see Deer is going zoo before B and after Q. A 

doesn’t go to see Parrot. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S16. Ans.(c) 

Sol. C who is going zoo after Wednesday is 10km far from zoo. Two persons are going zoo between C and 

the person who is going to see Elephant. Three persons are going zoo between the person who is going to 

see Elephant and the person who is 1km far from zoo. Person who is going to see Lion is going zoo just 

before A and just after P. C doesn’t go to see Lion. Here, we get two possibilities i.e. Case 1 and Case 2. 

 
Only two persons house have more distance from zoo than the distance of zoo from C’s house. It means 

three persons have distance less than 10km and one of them have 1km distance. Distances are positive 

integers and are in Arithmetic Progression so, there is only one possibility of distances of two persons 

which is in Arithmetic Progression and is in between 1km and 10km and the distance will be 4km and 7km. 

Distance of zoo from A’s house is more than from Q’s house and less than from B’s house. Distance of zoo 

from P’s house is less than the distance from Q’s house. So, distances from the houses of R, P, Q, C, A, B are 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 (in km.) respectively. 

 
R is going zoo just before the person who is going to see Crocodile and just after the person who is going 

to see Wolf. Here, Case 2 is ruled out. Person who is going to see Deer is going zoo before B and after Q. A 

doesn’t go to see Parrot. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S17. Ans.(b) 

Sol. C who is going zoo after Wednesday is 10km far from zoo. Two persons are going zoo between C and 

the person who is going to see Elephant. Three persons are going zoo between the person who is going to 

see Elephant and the person who is 1km far from zoo. Person who is going to see Lion is going zoo just 

before A and just after P. C doesn’t go to see Lion. Here, we get two possibilities i.e. Case 1 and Case 2. 

 
Only two persons house have more distance from zoo than the distance of zoo from C’s house. It means 

three persons have distance less than 10km and one of them have 1km distance. Distances are positive 

integers and are in Arithmetic Progression so, there is only one possibility of distances of two persons 

which is in Arithmetic Progression and is in between 1km and 10km and the distance will be 4km and 7km. 

Distance of zoo from A’s house is more than from Q’s house and less than from B’s house. Distance of zoo 

from P’s house is less than the distance from Q’s house. So, distances from the houses of R, P, Q, C, A, B are 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 (in km.) respectively. 

 
R is going zoo just before the person who is going to see Crocodile and just after the person who is going 

to see Wolf. Here, Case 2 is ruled out. Person who is going to see Deer is going zoo before B and after Q. A 

doesn’t go to see Parrot. So, the final arrangement will be: - 
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S18. Ans.(e) 

Sol. We can’t conclude the profession of R by combining all statements. 

 

S19. Ans.(d) 

Sol. By combining all statements, there are three male members are in the family. 

 
 

S20. Ans.(a) 

Sol. By I & II, six persons are sitting between Q and R when counted clockwise direction from Q. 

 
 

S21. Ans.(c) 

Sol. By II & III, Pink colored box is kept at topmost position. 

 
 

S22. Ans.(b) 

Sol. In this question we have to choose an appropriate course of action 

in light of the given statement. 

Option I is a correct choice as one should definitely look for other 

means if he/she is unable to sustain his/her livelihood. 

Option II is not a correct choice as there are other peaceful means of 

protests other than revolt. 

Option III is also a correct choice as it is a well-known fact that 

automation increases the unemployment. 
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S23. Ans.(a) 

Sol. When workers from the automobile industry are retrenched, the pool of labour supply increases. But 

this will lead to an increased supply of labour in the financial sector with consequent reduction of wages 

only if the workers retrenched from the automobile industry can work in the financial sector. (a) is the 

correct answer. 

There is no evidence, to support (b). (c) is outside the scope of the argument. Even without (d) being true, 

the conclusion can be arrived. 

 

S24. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

T was born on an odd date in the month having 31 days. T is the son of W, who was born just after Q, who 

was born in the month of June. The person who was born just before Q, went to dubai. Three persons were 

born between Q and the one who went to Los angles. Q is mother of W and S, who is wife of R. S went to 

dubai in the month of April,but not just before Q. Here, we get two possible cases i.e., Case 1 and Case 2 

 

 

S is not the youngest person. Here, Case 1 gets cancelled. Two persons were born between the mother of 

W and P, who is husband of Q. P was not born just before the one who went to los angles. V is married to 

W, who visited los angles. U was born after Q. W is father-in-law of U, who went to paris. Hence, final 

arrangement will be like, 
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S25. Ans.(b) 
Sol. T was born on an odd date in the month having 31 days. T is the son of W, who was born just after Q, 
who was born in the month of June. The person who was born just before Q, went to dubai. Three persons 
were born between Q and the one who went to Los angles. Q is mother of W and S, who is wife of R. S went 
to dubai in the month of April,but not just before Q. Here, we get two possible cases i.e., Case 1 and Case 2 
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S is not the youngest person. Here, Case 1 gets cancelled. Two persons were born between the mother of 
W and P, who is husband of Q. P was not born just before the one who went to los angles. V is married to 
W, who visited los angles. U was born after Q. W is father-in-law of U, who went to paris. Hence, final 
arrangement will be like, 

 

 
 
S26. Ans.(d) 
Sol. T was born on an odd date in the month having 31 days. T is the son of W, who was born just after Q, 
who was born in the month of June. The person who was born just before Q, went to dubai. Three persons 
were born between Q and the one who went to Los angles. Q is mother of W and S, who is wife of R. S went 
to dubai in the month of April,but not just before Q. Here, we get two possible cases i.e., Case 1 and Case 2 
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S is not the youngest person. Here, Case 1 gets cancelled. Two persons were born between the mother of 
W and P, who is husband of Q. P was not born just before the one who went to los angles. V is married to 
W, who visited los angles. U was born after Q. W is father-in-law of U, who went to paris. Hence, final 
arrangement will be like, 

 

 
 
S27. Ans.(a) 
Sol. T was born on an odd date in the month having 31 days. T is the son of W, who was born just after Q, 
who was born in the month of June. The person who was born just before Q, went to dubai. Three persons 
were born between Q and the one who went to Los angles. Q is mother of W and S, who is wife of R. S went 
to dubai in the month of April,but not just before Q. Here, we get two possible cases i.e., Case 1 and Case 2 
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S is not the youngest person. Here, Case 1 gets cancelled. Two persons were born between the mother of 

W and P, who is husband of Q. P was not born just before the one who went to los angles. V is married to 

W, who visited los angles. U was born after Q. W is father-in-law of U, who went to paris. Hence, final 

arrangement will be like, 

 

 

 

S28. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 

T was born on an odd date in the month having 31 days. T is the son of W, who was born just after Q, who 

was born in the month of June. The person who was born just before Q, went to dubai. Three persons were 

born between Q and the one who went to Los angles. Q is mother of W and S, who is wife of R. S went to 

dubai in the month of April,but not just before Q. Here, we get two possible cases i.e., Case 1 and Case 2 
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S is not the youngest person. Here, Case 1 gets cancelled. Two persons were born between the mother of 

W and P, who is husband of Q. P was not born just before the one who went to los angles. V is married to 

W, who visited los angles. U was born after Q. W is father-in-law of U, who went to paris. Hence, final 

arrangement will be like, 
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S29. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

 

 
 

S30. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

 

 
 

S31. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 

 
 

S32. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 
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S33. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

 
 

S34. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

 
 

S35. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

 
 

S36. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 
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S37. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

 
 

S38. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 

 
 

S39. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

A sits 2nd to the left of F, who does not sits at the corner. A works in health department, but not in Arihant, 

Fortis and Orpat. The one who is immediate neighbor of both A and F, works in energy sector and orpat. B, 

who works in energy sector is neither immediate neighbor of A, nor F. F does not work in health and energy 

sector. The one who is immediate neighbor of the one who works in health and energy sector both, works 

in Arihant. B and F doesn’t work in Arihant. A is female and does not work in classmate and Syska. C, who 

faces inside does not work in arihant and orpat. Here, we get two possibilities i.e., Case 1 and Case 2. 
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D does not work in orpat and faces inside. The one who works in arihant and F faces the opposite direction. 

Here, Case 2 gets cancelled. C does not work in syska and Classmate. F does not work in syska. D is not from 

health and energy department. One of the persons from education department is a female. The one who 

works in classmate sits immediate right of the one who works in health department. All persons from 

Energy department are male. F sits immediate left of E. B and A faces in opposite direction with respect to 

each other. The one who works in Apollo faces in opposite direction with respect to C. Not more than three 

persons are working in same sector. No two females are sitting together. hence, final arrangement will be 

like, 

 
 

S40. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

A sits 2nd to the left of F, who does not sits at the corner. A works in health department, but not in Arihant, 

Fortis and Orpat. The one who is immediate neighbor of both A and F, works in energy sector and orpat. B, 

who works in energy sector is neither immediate neighbor of A, nor F. F does not work in health and energy 

sector. The one who is immediate neighbor of the one who works in health and energy sector both, works 

in Arihant. B and F doesn’t work in Arihant. A is female and does not work in classmate and Syska. C, who 

faces inside does not work in arihant and orpat. Here, we get two possibilities i.e., Case 1 and Case 2. 
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D does not work in orpat and faces inside. The one who works in arihant and F faces the opposite direction. 

Here, Case 2 gets cancelled. C does not work in syska and Classmate. F does not work in syska. D is not from 

health and energy department. One of the persons from education department is a female. The one who 

works in classmate sits immediate right of the one who works in health department. All persons from 

Energy department are male. F sits immediate left of E. B and A faces in opposite direction with respect to 

each other. The one who works in Apollo faces in opposite direction with respect to C. Not more than three 

persons are working in same sector. No two females are sitting together. hence, final arrangement will be 

like, 

 
 

S41. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

A sits 2nd to the left of F, who does not sits at the corner. A works in health department, but not in Arihant, 

Fortis and Orpat. The one who is immediate neighbor of both A and F, works in energy sector and orpat. B, 

who works in energy sector is neither immediate neighbor of A, nor F. F does not work in health and energy 

sector. The one who is immediate neighbor of the one who works in health and energy sector both, works 

in Arihant. B and F doesn’t work in Arihant. A is female and does not work in classmate and Syska. C, who 

faces inside does not work in arihant and orpat. Here, we get two possibilities i.e., Case 1 and Case 2. 
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D does not work in orpat and faces inside. The one who works in arihant and F faces the opposite direction. 

Here, Case 2 gets cancelled. C does not work in syska and Classmate. F does not work in syska. D is not from 

health and energy department. One of the persons from education department is a female. The one who 

works in classmate sits immediate right of the one who works in health department. All persons from 

Energy department are male. F sits immediate left of E. B and A faces in opposite direction with respect to 

each other. The one who works in Apollo faces in opposite direction with respect to C. Not more than three 

persons are working in same sector. No two females are sitting together. hence, final arrangement will be 

like, 

 
 

S42. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

A sits 2nd to the left of F, who does not sits at the corner. A works in health department, but not in Arihant, 

Fortis and Orpat. The one who is immediate neighbor of both A and F, works in energy sector and orpat. B, 

who works in energy sector is neither immediate neighbor of A, nor F. F does not work in health and energy 

sector. The one who is immediate neighbor of the one who works in health and energy sector both, works 

in Arihant. B and F doesn’t work in Arihant. A is female and does not work in classmate and Syska. C, who 

faces inside does not work in arihant and orpat. Here, we get two possibilities i.e., Case 1 and Case 2. 
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D does not work in orpat and faces inside. The one who works in arihant and F faces the opposite direction. 

Here, Case 2 gets cancelled. C does not work in syska and Classmate. F does not work in syska. D is not from 

health and energy department. One of the persons from education department is a female. The one who 

works in classmate sits immediate right of the one who works in health department. All persons from 

Energy department are male. F sits immediate left of E. B and A faces in opposite direction with respect to 

each other. The one who works in Apollo faces in opposite direction with respect to C. Not more than three 

persons are working in same sector. No two females are sitting together. hence, final arrangement will be 

like, 

 
 

S43. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 

A sits 2nd to the left of F, who does not sits at the corner. A works in health department, but not in Arihant, 

Fortis and Orpat. The one who is immediate neighbor of both A and F, works in energy sector and orpat. B, 

who works in energy sector is neither immediate neighbor of A, nor F. F does not work in health and energy 

sector. The one who is immediate neighbor of the one who works in health and energy sector both, works 

in Arihant. B and F doesn’t work in Arihant. A is female and does not work in classmate and Syska. C, who 

faces inside does not work in arihant and orpat. Here, we get two possibilities i.e., Case 1 and Case 2. 
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D does not work in orpat and faces inside. The one who works in 

arihant and F faces the opposite direction. Here, Case 2 gets cancelled. 

C does not work in syska and Classmate. F does not work in syska. D 

is not from health and energy department. One of the persons from 

education department is a female. The one who works in classmate 

sits immediate right of the one who works in health department. All 

persons from Energy department are male. F sits immediate left of E. 

B and A faces in opposite direction with respect to each other. The 

one who works in Apollo faces in opposite direction with respect to 

C. Not more than three persons are working in same sector. No two 

females are sitting together. hence, final arrangement will be like, 

 

 

S44. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The proposal for bringing down the number of accidents is to increase the penalty rates. Thus higher 

the penalty, the lower would be the number of accidents is a major assumption in the argument. So (d) is 

the correct answer. (a) is not correct as legal validity is not discussed at all. As affordability is not the 

question (b) is not the answer. If anything, the fine rates being easily affordable will only result in more 

violations. (c) can not be assumed as it is not suggested that accidents occur only because of traffic, rules 

violations. 

 

S45. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Since the argument singles out Fresh Start as the most reliable protection against dental cavities, the 

author must assume that no other toothpaste provides stronger protection against cavities. Otherwise, the 

conclusion of the argument is inaccurate. 
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S46. Ans.(b)  
Sol. 

 
 
S47. Ans.(e) 
Sol. 
Given, average of p, q, r, s and t is ‘a’ and average of q, r, s and t is also ‘a’, this implies that p = a. 
If we remove q, the average drops so, this implies that q is higher than the average ‘a’ . 
t is less than a, or we also said that t is less than p. r is less than s. 
t < p < q, r < s 
Average of p, q, r and t is greater than average p, r, s and t. This implies us that s < q 
From this, we get that q is the largest number 
q - r = s - t 
q + t = r + s 
Also we can write, p + q + r + s + t = 5p 
Or, q + r + s + t = 4p 
q + t = 2p, r + s = 2p. Or, t, p, q is an AP, r, p, s is an AP. 
t is the smallest number (as q is the largest number). 
Or, the ascending order should be t, r, p, s, q 
 
S48. Ans.(a) 
Sol. 
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S49. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

Quantity I - Given conditions are x < y and z < y 

If y = 9, then ‘x’ can take any numbers between 1 and 8 and ‘z’ can take any numbers between 0 and 8 

Total combination of such numbers = 8 x 9 = 72 

If y = 8, ‘x’ can take any numbers between 1 and 7 and ‘z’ can take any numbers between 0 and 7 

Total combination of such numbers = 7 x 8 = 56 

Similarly add all combinations till y = 1 

= 8×9 + 7×8 + 6×7 + 5×6 + 4×5 + 3 ×4+ 2×3 + 1×2 

= 240 

Quantity II – 

Set A = {4, 8, 12, ….496}, total 124 elements {all elements from 1 * 4 to 124 * 4} 

Set B = {7, 21, 35, 49,……497}, total 36 elements {7 * 1, 7 * 3, 7 * 5, ….. 7 * 71}. 

Set C = {6, 12, 18, 24, …..., 498}, total 83 elements.{6 * 1, 6 * 2, 6 * 3, …. 6 * 83} 

Sets A and C have only even numbers; set B has only odd numbers. So, 

A ∩ B = Null set 

B ∩ C = Null set 

A ∩ B ∩ C = Null set 

So, If we find A ∩ C , we can plug into the formula and get A ∪ B ∪ C 

A ∩ C = Set of all multiples of 12 less than 500 = {12, 24, 36,…..492} 

= {12 * 1, 12 * 2 , 12 * 3, …12 * 41}, total 41 elements 

A ∪ B ∪ C = A + B + C – (A ∩ B) – ( B ∩ C) – (C ∩ A) + (A ∩ B ∩ C) 

A ∪ B ∪ C = 124 + 36 + 83 – 0 – 0 – 41 + 0 = 202 

Quantity I > Quantity II 

 

S50. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

From the figure, we can see that the diagonal of the square inscribed in innermost circle is the diameter of 

the innermost circle. 

Side = √128 meter 

Or Diagonal = √128 × √2 = 16 meters 

Since the circles are spaced at 2.5 meters, the distance between innermost and outermost circles = 2.5 × 4 

= 10 meters 

Therefore the diameter of the outermost circle = 10 m + diagonal of inscribed square + 10 m = 36 meters 

Now this 36 meters will be the diagonal of the square that needs to be inscribed in outermost circle. 

Or a √2 = 36 m 

a = 18 √2 m 

Required area = 18 √2 ×18 √2=648 meter square 
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S51. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 

 
 

S52. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

 
 

S53. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 
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S54. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

 
 

S55. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 

 
 

S56. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 
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S57. Ans.(b) 
Sol. 
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S58. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 
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S59. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 
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S60. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 
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S61. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

 

 

S62. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 
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S63. Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 
 

S64. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Let there be n member (initially) in the family, then the total earning of the family= Rs 98n 

Let lowest earning in the family be Rs x then the highest earning= Rs (x+140) 

n × 98 = (n – 2) × 96 + (2x + 140) 

⇒ n = x – 26…………………..(i) 

For possible value of x = 49,56,63,70,77,84,91,98 

We have n= 23,30,37,44,51,58,65,72 

Required value of n=23 and 37 

 

S65. Ans.(e) 

Sol. From I: 

Total profit for a period of 1 year = 54000 

From II: we will get the ratio of their investment = 3 : 4 : 2 

From III: profit of V = profit of A + 4000, we don’t know the time of investment 

As period of investment is not specified for anyone in I, II, & III, so none of the statement is sufficient to 

answer the question. 

 

S66. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Let the three digits number be 100x + 10y + z(hundredth digit=x, tens digit=y and unit digit=z ) 

Now, (100x + 10y + z) – (100z + 10y + x) > 198 

⇒99(x-z)>198 

⇒x-z>2…………..(i) 

Also, x=2z………………..(ii) 

And y+z=x-z………..(iii) 

From (i) and (ii) 

z>2 

From (ii) and (iii) 

y=0 

possible value of z is 3 and 4 and value of x=6 and 8 

so, the required number=603 and 804 
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S67. Ans.(b) 
Sol. Let distance = d km 

 
 
S68. Ans.(b) 
Sol. 

 
 
S69. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Probability for ball being red from bag A = 
1

2
×

𝑥

𝑥 × 5
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S70. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Let the full marks in biology be 100a 

Marks obtained by X= 45a 

Marks obtained by Y=50a 

Marks obtained by Z=60a 

ATQ 

⇒45a+12.5=60a-4 

⇒a=1.1 

Individual marks of these four students can be easily obtained. 

So, none of the statements is required 

 

S71. Ans.(c) 

Sol. By observation we can say that the sales volume of company C is more in 2013 compared to 2014 and 

also 2017 and total sales volume is less or equal in 2013 compared to 2014 and 2017. So, the market share 

of company C is not the highest for years 2014 and 2017. In the same way the market share of company C 

is not the highest in 2016. 

In the year 2013, market share of company C  

In the year 2018, market share of company C  

So, market share is the highest in 2013. 

 

S72. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

 
 

S73. Ans.(d) 

Sol. We need the sales revenue and expenditure. Now we do not know the sales revenue as selling prices 

of the product are not known. We cannot answer the question. 

 

S74. Ans.(a) 

Sol. By observation we can say that the sales of B in year 2017 are two times the sales of 2013, but for other 

companies, it is less than double. So the average annual growth rate is the highest for company B from year 

2013 to 2017. 

 

S75. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 
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S76. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 

From I: Ratio of capital = 12000: 9000 

From II: Let period of investment for B be x months then period of investment for A=(x+2) months 

Ratio of profit = 12000 (x+2): 9000 (x) 

From III: K[12000(x+2)]-[9000x]k=1500 

So question can’t be answered even using all three statements 

 

S77. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

Total cost on cash down of 25,000 = 25,000 + 24,000 = Rs 49,000 

Total cost on cash down of 18,000 = 18,000 + 36,000 = Rs 54,000 

So, scheme first is better. 

 

S78. Ans.(a) 

Sol. 

Total cost on down payment of 25,000 = 25,000 + 24,000 = Rs 49,000 

Total cost on down payment of 18,000 = 18,000 + 36,000 = Rs 54,000 

Required answer = 5000/49,000 which is approximately equal to 10.2% 

 

S79. Ans.(b) 

Sol. 

For the second installment scheme he has to borrow Rs 6000. Hence, his monthly repayment will be Rs 

600 per month towards the money lender and Rs 1000 per month towards the bike dealer. Hence, the total 

repayment will be Rs 1600 per month. 

For the first installment scheme he will have to borrow Rs 13000, which will entail a monthly. 

Repayment of Rs 1408.33 per month to the money lender. (13,000+3900 to be repaid in 12 monthly 

installment.) Besides, he also has to pay Rs 1000 per month towards the bike dealer. Hence, the total 

repayment will be Rs 2408.33 per month. This is outside his monthly limit of Rs 2000 repayment per 

month. Hence he has to go for the second scheme. 

 

S80. Ans.(c) 

Sol. 

Total age of x persons initially = 60 x years. 

Total age of x persons finally 

= 60x - 52 – 68 + y + 72 = 60x + y – 48 

∴ 60x + y – 48 = 61x 

⇒y-48=x 

As 54 < y < 64, 6 < x < 16 

As x is a perfect square, x = 9 and y = 57 
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S81. Ans.(e) 

Sol. All the given words are at their correct positions and make the 

statement meaningful and grammatically correct. Therefore, there is 

no requirement of interchanging the words. Hence, option (e) is the 

most suitable answer choice. 

Esoteric: intended for or likely to be understood by only a small 

number of people with a specialized knowledge or interest. 

Explicit: stated clearly and in detail, leaving no room for confusion or 

doubt. 

 

S82. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The statement preceding the first blank states that the intellectuals were migrating to US. Therefore, 

the most appropriate phrase to fill in the first blank will be (iii), “fleeing fascist regimes had a great impact 

on”, which indicates the impact of this migration on American academic circles. Further, for the second 

blank, we can identify that it mentions the results of the migration. Here, considering the first parts of the 

statements (iv) and (v), we can fit both of them in the given blank but the phrase (v) makes the sentence 

incomplete. Therefore, the most suitable choice will be statement (iv) for the second blank. Also, among 

the remaining options, no other phrase except (i) “perhaps best exemplified in the career of the” forms a 

grammatically correct and contextually meaningful statement. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable 

answer choice. 

 

S83. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The most appropriate word to replace ‘consolation’ will be ‘seclusion’. The hint can even be driven 

from the previous statement which mentions, ‘moral isolation’. Hence, option (e) is the most suitable 

answer choice. 

Seclusion: the state of being private and away from other people. 

Appellation: a name or title. 

Consolation: the comfort received by a person after a loss or disappointment. 

Contrapositions: conversion of a proposition from all A is B to all not-B is not-A. 

Elocution: the skill of clear and expressive speech, especially of distinct pronunciation and articulation. 

Interjection: an abrupt remark, especially as an aside or interruption. 

 

S84. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Among the given words, only ‘expatriates’ fit in all the three blanks to make the statement 

grammatically and contextually meaningful. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice. 

Floes: a sheet of floating ice. 

Nukes: a nuclear weapon. 

Cirrhosis: a chronic disease of the liver marked by degeneration of cells, inflammation, and fibrous 

thickening of tissue. It is typically a result of alcoholism or hepatitis. 

Antipopes: a person established as pope in opposition to one held by others to be canonically chosen. 
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S85. Ans.(d) 

Sol. To validate the answer, refer to the second paragraph of the passage given above, which mentions, 

“The empirical orientation of American academic circles, moreover, led to the conscious tempering by many 

European thinkers of their own tendencies toward speculative idealism.” From the quoted text we can infer 

that the statement given in (B) is incorrect. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S86. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Among the given phrases, only (iv), (ii) and (v) can fit in the blanks (I), (II), (III), respectively, to make 

the statements grammatically and contextually correct. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer 

choice. 

 

S87. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the highlighted words, all of them are at their incorrect positions. On interchanging ‘assessing-

retrospective’ and ‘prospective-likelihood’ we will get a grammatically correct and contextually meaningful 

statement. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S88. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Albeit: although 

Whilst: while 

Thence: as a consequence. 

Ergo: therefore 

 

S89. Ans.(b) 

Sol. In the statement given above, the error lies in part (b) where, ‘if’ will be replaced with ‘whether’. The 

hint can be derived from the latter part of the statement where ‘or’ is mentioned. Hence, option (b) is the 

most suitable answer choice. 

 

S90. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Among the given words, only ‘retrieval’ can fit in all the three blanks to make the statement 

grammatically and contextually correct. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice. 

Retrieval: the process of getting something back from somewhere. 

Retaining: continue to have (something); keep possession of. 

Dualism: the division of something conceptually into two opposed or contrasted aspects, or the state of 

being so divided. 

Proposition: a statement or assertion that expresses a judgement or opinion. 

 

S91. Ans.(b) 

Sol. As per the context of the given passage, only ‘refutations’ can replace ‘valour’ to make the statement 

grammatically and contextually correct. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice. 

Refutations: the action of proving a statement or theory to be wrong or false. 

Frugality: the quality of being economical with money or food; thriftiness. 

Valour: great courage in the face of danger, especially in battle 

Rancor: bitterness or resentfulness, especially when long standing. 

Mirth: amusement, especially as expressed in laughter. 
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S92. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given highlighted words, we can identify that the phrase “a maturity pleasure in rites”, 

seems incorrect because of presence of noun (maturity). It should instead be replaced with an adjective 

(manifest) to make the statement grammatically and contextually meaningful. Hence, option (c) is the most 

suitable answer choice. 

 

S93. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Here, the statement discusses the critique of Hume’s theory by the writer. To make the statement 

grammatically correct, all the statements can fit in the blank but to qualify the critique presented by the 

writer, only the phrase given in option (b) makes the statement contextually correct. Hence, option (b) is 

the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S94. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The error lies in the part (c) of the statement where, we will place ‘than’ after ‘primitive’. With both 

the adjectives used for the same subject, which are followed by different propositions, we will place 

separate prepositions with each of them. Therefore the correct phrase will be ‘primitive than and prior to’. 

Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S95. Ans.(b) 

Sol. To validate the answer, refer to the last few lines of the first paragraph, which mentions, “This 

dogmatism is to some extent necessary. It is demanded by a situation which can only be dealt with by forcing 

our conjectures upon the world. Moreover, this dogmatism allows us to approach a good theory in stages, by 

way of approximations: if we accept defeat too easily, we may prevent ourselves from finding that we were 

very nearly right.” As per the quoted text, we can infer that the statement (ii) is correct as per the 

information given in the above passage. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S96. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The correct sequence of the statements given above is cdeb. Only statement given in option (a) is out 

of context which discusses poverty in Philippines whereas the central theme of the rearranged paragraph 

of financial inclusion in India. Hence, option (a) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S97. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Among the given statements, the logical sequence of the coherent paragraph will be dacb. Only the 

statement given in option (e) fails to become the part of the paragraph. The statement solely focuses on 

the Amazon fires whereas the other statement clearly discuss the condition of global ecological systems. 

 

S98. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given statements, the logical sequence of the coherent paragraph will be adbe. Only the 

statement given in option (c) fails to become the part of the paragraph. 
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S99. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given statements, only the statement (C) has the usage of damper in different context 

where, it has been used in context of ‘slightly wet’. The meanings of damper that can be inferred from the 

statements given above are: 

(i) a person or thing that has a subduing or inhibiting effect. 

(ii) slightly wet. 

Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S100. Ans.(d) 

Sol. In the statements given above, conceded has been used to infer two different meanings: 

(i) to admit that you have lost in a competition 

(ii) admit or agree that something is true after first denying or resisting it. 

Except the statement (A), all other statements have been based on the second meaning of the word 

‘conceded’, as given above. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S101. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given options, both ‘endorsement’ and ‘transgression’ can fit in the first blank. ‘Specious’ 

will make the statement contextually incorrect and therefore options (a) and (d) will be eliminated. Going 

further, considering the second blank, only ‘consultations’ can fit in. Therefore, option (b) will also be 

eliminated. The correct combination will be ‘A-E’. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

Endorsement: the action of endorsing someone or something. 

Consultations: the action or process of formally consulting or discussing. 

Transgress: an act that goes against a law, rule, or code of conduct; an offence. 

Specious: superficially plausible, but actually wrong. 

Succinct: (especially of something written or spoken) briefly and clearly expressed. 

Insolence: rude and disrespectful behaviour. 

 

S102. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Among the given options, only ‘deterrent’ can fit in the first blank to make the statement grammatically 

and contextually correct. So we will now have to choose between options (b) and (c). Going further, we can 

infer that higher penalties would help drivers to avoid careless behavior on roads. Therefore, to make the 

statement contextually and grammatically correct, we will fill the second blank with exhort. Hence, option 

(b) will be the most suitable answer choice. 

Deterrent: a thing that discourages or is intended to discourage someone from doing something. 

Innate: inborn; natural. 

Concord: agreement or harmony between people or groups. 

Exhort: strongly encourage or urge (someone) to do something. 

Indict: formally accuse of or charge with a crime. 

Castigate: reprimand (someone) severely. 
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S103. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The above paragraph mentions the steps that have been taken by China which have halted the positive 

stance it was taking regarding India and how its further actions in UNSC have left India isolated. 

Stalled: stop or cause to stop making progress. For the first blank, both ‘stalled’ and ‘hamstrung’ are the 

suitable to make the statement grammatically and contextually correct. Also, for the second blank, both 

‘alienated’ and ‘estranged’ can fit in the blank. Therefore, the most suitable answer choice will be option 

(d). 

Hamstrung: severely restrict the efficiency or effectiveness of. 

Alienated: make (someone) feel isolated or estranged. 

Estranged: cause (someone) to be no longer on friendly terms with someone. 

Mortified: cause (someone) to feel very embarrassed or ashamed. 

Accorded: give or grant someone (power, status, or recognition). 

 

S104. Ans.(e) 

Sol. among the given words, both ‘reinvigorate’ and ‘resuscitate’ can fit in contextually and grammatically 

in the first blank. But, only ‘downswing’ can fit in the second blank to make the statement correct. Hence, 

option (e) is the most suitable answer choice. 

Resuscitate: make (something) active or vigorous again. 

Reinvigorate: give new energy or strength to. 

Downswing: a decline in economic, business, or other activity. 

Ennoble: give (someone) a noble rank or title. 

Gloomy: dark or poorly lit, especially so as to appear depressing or frightening. 

Distraught: very worried and upset. 

 

S105. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Among the given words, both ‘protracted’ and ‘prolonged’ can fit in the first blank which indicated 

something that has continued for a long time. So the given statement mentions the failure of continued 

loose monetary policy to maintain global growth. Further, it mentions the steps that were taken to boost 

global economy and mentions the recovery that followed the global financial crisis was also slow. So for 

the second blank, only ‘ensued’ can be filled in. Therefore, option (a) 

will be the most suitable answer choice. 

Protracted: lasting for a long time or longer than expected or usual. 

Prolonged: continuing for a long time or longer than usual; lengthy. 

Ensued: happen or occur afterwards or as a result. 

Germane: relevant to a subject under consideration. 

Salvaged: retrieve or preserve (something) from potential loss or 

adverse circumstances. 

Detained: keep (someone) from proceeding by holding them back or 

making claims on their attention. 
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S106. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given parts of the statement, we can infer that only (C) can fit in as the introductory part of 

the statement. Further, to continue, here, ‘patents in Europe’ can form a suitable phrase. Therefore, part 

(C) will be followed by part (A). The correct arrangement of the remaining parts will be BD as the phrase 

“significantly more than that of IBM” will make a logical statement. Therefore, the correct sequence of these 

parts of statement will be CABDE. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S107. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Among the given phrases, only (D) can be used to start the statement which will then be followed by 

(A) which mentions how the writer meets the people whose point of view regarding Israeli’s failure have 

been discussed further. Further, statement (A) will be followed by (B) and then (C), which will make the 

phrase ‘their distaste for hierarchy and following anyone else’s rules’. Therefore, the correct sequence of 

the phrases will be DABC. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S108. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Among the given phrases, only (B) can be successfully used to start the statement. Also, getting the 

hint from the highlighted part of the statement, which is fixed, we get to know that (D) will be the last in 

the sequence. The correct sequence of these phrases will be BCAD. Hence, option (a) is the most suitable 

answer choice. 

 

S109. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Among the given phrases, the most logical sequence will be BADC to make the statement grammatically 

and contextually correct. Hence, option (c) will be the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S110. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Here, the statement will begin with the phrase (C), and the further phrases will discuss the reasons for 

how China will emerge as tech powerhouse. This powerful global position of China will be based on success 

achieved by Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Pingan and this situation will be further supported by tech 

ventures, for which the example has been stated in phrase (A)- Malong Tech- a company that has been 

declared ‘innovative company by Fast Conmpany”. Therefore, the correct sequence of the statements will 

be CBDA. Hence, option (c) is the most suitable answer choice. 

 

S111. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Among the given words, all the words, except “belligerent” mean similar. Hence, option (e) is the most 

suitable answer choice. 

Benevolent: well meaning and kindly. 

Belligerent: hostile and aggressive. 

 

S112. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Among the given words, all the words, except “dulcet” mean similar. Hence, option (e) is the most 

suitable answer choice. 

Raucous: making or constituting a disturbingly harsh and loud noise. 

Dulcet: (especially of sound) sweet and soothing 
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S113. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Among the given words, all the words, except “cynical” mean similar. Hence, option (b) is the most 

suitable answer choice. 

Ingenuous: innocent and unsuspecting. 

Cynical: believing that people are motivated purely by self-interest; distrustful of human sincerity or 

integrity. 

 

S114. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Among the given words, all the words, except “taut” mean similar. Hence, option (e) is the most suitable 

answer choice. 

Agile: able to move quickly and easily. 

Taut: stretched or pulled tight; not slack. 

 

S115. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Among the given words, all the words, except “plummeting” mean similar. Hence, option (b) is the 

most suitable answer choice. 

Proliferation: rapid increase in the number or amount of something. 

Plummeting: fall or drop straight down at high speed. 

 

S116. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The Complaint Management System (CMS) is a software application launched by Reserve Bank of India 

on its website. It will be used for lodging complaints against banks and NBFCs with a view to improve 

customer experience in timely redressal of grievances. 

 

S117. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Talismanic Indian captain Sunil Chhetri was named as the AIFF Men's Footballer of the Year for a 

record-extending sixth time. 

 

S118. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Quantela, a Hyderabad and Silicon Valley headquartered digital technology company, was awarded the 

World Economic Forum's 'Technology Pioneers' award. Quantela is a leader in Smart urban infrastructure 

automation and utilizes their digital platform, Atlantis, to automate and optimize information for cities and 

communities. 

 

S119. Ans.(a) 

 

S120. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The Reserve Bank relaxed the leverage ratio (LR) to 4% for Domestic Systemically Important Banks 

(DSIBs) and 3.5% for other banks. This has been done to help them boost their lending activities. The 

reduced leverage ratio will be effective from the quarter commencing October 1, 2019. 
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S121. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The Reserve Bank of India has expanded the scope of the Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS) by adding 

other categories of recurring payments through the portal. 

 

S122. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Sunil Gaur, the former Delhi HC Judge who had rejected Chidambaram’s anticipatory bail in the INX 

Media case, has been appointed as the Chairperson of the PMLA Appellate Tribunal. 

 

S123. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Nasscom’s Data Security Council of India (DSCI) collaborated with the electronics and IT ministry 

(MeitY) and Google India to launch a nationwide awareness campaign ‘Digital Payment Abhiyan’. 

 

S124. Ans.(c) 

Sol. If you have a current or a savings bank account and have not done any transactions through it for more 

than 12 months, then it will be classified as an inactive account. And if you don’t do any transactions from 

a bank account for 24 months, then it will be classified as dormant. 

 

S125. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR) mechanism is a voluntary non statutory mechanism under which 

financial institutions and banks come together to restructure the debt of companies facing financial 

difficulties due to internal or external factors, in order to provide timely support to such companies. 

 

S126. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Eminent economist Surjit S Bhalla was appointed as the Executive Director for India on the board of 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

 

S127. Ans.(b) 

Sol. A promoter/promoter group can have a joint venture with an existing scheduled commercial bank to 

set up a payments bank. However, scheduled commercial bank can take equity stake in a payments bank 

to the extent permitted under Section 19 (2) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. 

 

S128. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Exercise Nomadic Elephant-XIV, the 14th edition of Indo-

Mongolian joint military training, commenced from 5 October 2019. 

The exercise conducted over a period of 14 days from 5 October to 18 

October 19 at Bakloh, Himachal Pradesh. 

 

S129. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Senior Citizen Saving Scheme (SCSS) is exclusively meant for 

people over the age of 60 years. They shall come into force on 02nd 

day of August in 2004. 
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S130. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The government has launched a portal for better coordination among the ministries of power, coal and 

Indian Railways for coal supply to power plants. 

The Prakash portal – ‘Power Rail Koyla Availability through Supply Harmony’ – will enable all stakeholders 

to monitor coal right from mines to transportation. This is a laudable project in ensuring adequate 

availability optimum utilisation of coal at thermal power plants. 

 

S131. Ans.(b) 

Sol. There are only four eligible categories of PSLCs i.e. PSLC General, PSLC Small and Marginal Farmer, 

PSLC Agriculture & PSLC Micro Enterprises. PSLC stands for Priority Sector Lending Certificates. 

 

S132. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Sri Lanka's Lasith Malinga became the first bowler in Twenty20 internationals to claim 100 wickets as 

he struck four times with four balls in the third match against New Zealand. 

 

S133. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The deposit will be made under Gold Monetization Scheme, 2015 with the designated banks for a 

short-term period of 1-3 years (with a roll over in multiples of one year) and will be treated as their on-

balance sheet liability. 

 

S134. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Bharti Airtel has tied up with Bharti AXA Life Insurance to offer pre-paid plan with insurance 

protection cover for its customers, as part of its strategy to leverage the deep penetration of mobile services 

to build a financially secure India. 

 

S135. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account (BSBDA) a simple, basic account for routine banking transactions 

without the need of minimum balance requirement. 

 

S136. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has released a vision document to ensure a more convenient, 

affordable, quick, safer and secure e-payment system. The RBI’s vision document is titled ‘Payment And 

Settlement Systems In India: Vision 2019 – 2021’ 

 

S137. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The Bharat Bill Payment System is a Reserve Bank of India (RBI) conceptualised system driven by 

National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). It is a one-stop payment platform for all bills providing an 

interoperable and accessible “Anytime Anywhere” bill payment service to all customers across India with 

certainty, reliability and safety of transactions. 

 

S138. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Ujjivan Small Finance Bank, a subsidiary of the listed entity Ujjivan Financial Services, announced the 

appointment of Nitin Chugh as its MD and CEO for a period of three years with effect from December 1, 

2019. 
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S139. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The FRDI Bill is part of a larger, more comprehensive approach by the Centre towards systematic 

resolution of all financial firms — banks, insurance companies and other financial intermediaries. The Bill 

comes together with the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code to spell out the procedure for the winding up or 

revival of an ailing company. FRDI stands for Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance. 

 

S140. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Priyanka Mohite, the 26-year-old Satara based mountaineer, has become the first Indian woman to 

successfully scale Mount Makalu — the fifth-highest mountain in the world at 8,481 metres. 

 

S141. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Basel, Switzerland is the head office of Bank for International Settlements (BIS). 

 

S142. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Conservative businessman Nayib Bukele has been sworn-in as the new President of El Salvador. 

 

S143. Ans.(c) 

Sol. A currency swap (or a cross currency swap) is a foreign exchange derivative between two institutions 

to exchange the principal and/or interest payments of a loan in one currency for equivalent amounts, in 

net present value terms, in another currency. 

 

S144. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Karur Vysya Bank Ltd. has entered into a pact with Centrum Wealth Management Ltd. (Centrum) to 

form a private limited joint venture (JV) to offer wealth management services to its clients. 

 

S145. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Loans against the security of shares, debentures and bonds should not exceed the limit of Rupees ten 

lakh per individual if the securities are held in physical form and Rupees twenty lakh per individual if the 

securities are held in dematerialised form. Such loans are meant for genuine individual investors, and 

banks should not support collusive action by a large group of individuals belonging to the same corporate 

or their inter-connected entities to take multiple loans in order to support particular scrip or stock-broking 

activities of the connected firms.Such finance should be reckoned as an exposure to capital market. 

 

S146. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Ginger Baker, the iconic drummer and co-founder of rock band Cream, died at the age of 80. 

 

S147. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The “Politics of Jugaad: The Coalition Handbook” new book authored by journalist Saba Naqvi 

examines possibility of coalition government after 2019 Lok Sabha polls. 

 

S148. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The World Rhino Day is celebrated every year on 22 September to celebrate the world’s five rhinoceros 

species, and to reflect on the challenges facing them. 
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S149. Ans.(c) 

Sol. South Korea Capital- Seoul, Currency- South Korean won. 

 

S150. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Bhagalpur is a city of historical importance on the southern 

banks of the river Ganges in the Indian state of Bihar. 

 

S151. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The Bhavani Sagar Dam constructed across Bhavani river, is 

located 80 Km away from Coimbatore city, Tamil Nadu. The 

Bhavanisagar dam is 8 km. long and it is the longest masonry dam in 

the world. 

 

S152. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Kathakali is one of the major forms of classical Indian dance. It is a "story play" genre of art, but one 

distinguished by the elaborately colorful make-up, costumes and facemasks that the traditionally male 

actor-dancers wear. 

 

S153. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The Hornbill Festival is a celebration held every year from 1 - 10 December, in Nagaland, Northeast 

India. It is also called the 'Festival of Festivals'. 

 

S154. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Central Bank of India was the first public bank to introduce Credit card. 

 

S155. Ans.(b)  

Sol. The Inderkilla National Park (INP) is located in Himachal Pradesh, which is established in 2010. 
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